






























Group 7 
 
EE at home 
More interest in curricula that can be accessed on line, kits activities that can be done at home 

with families 

 

This is a blessing because we have had to hve hard conversations with each other and having to 

hear hard perspectives and how to navigate these hard issues 

You circle around people for years but never really meet 

- Due to covid we get to actually meet people  

 

Ability to do simple but profound EE activites at home 

 

Libraries stepping for sharing activities and links 

More information sharing about trails and outdoor spots 

The NEED more outdoor and nature connection and recreation 

- Mental health struggles due to lack of access to open spaces and outside 

- Ex… El Paso closed trails big fight with communities not even having access to the 

trails 

 

EE in the Community 
Increase in use of word ‘safe’  

- Lots of risk assessment typically done when taking kids outside (cottonwood gulch) 

- Education opportunity about not just staying safe but mitigating risk and risk 

management 

 

Hierarchy of needs 

- These have shifted in Pandemic 

- Theres a lot more damage being to so public spaces and nature during the pandemic 

- Lots of feelings about safety – if this need isn’t being met it’s hard to move on to other 

experiences outside 

- Struggle to figure out how we do things now with covid risks 

o How do we move on from risks about covid to try to ‘get back to normal’ when 

we are a facing a complete paradigm shift 

 

How we teach students isn’t ‘normal’  

 

Facing this pradigm shift hopefully will allow us to get more kids outside and tending more with 

socioemotional needs of students 

 This is a huge opportunity to not cling to old version of ‘normal’ – there’s a fissure in this 

paradigm. 

 

How can people want to go back to normal when normal wasn’t normal 

 



What can we do 

Lending library of bicycles? 

- There was community push back relating to liability and injury 

Casa Esparanza – organiation that teaches how to work on bikes and gives bikes away 

- How to we address this risk management issue 

Create one stop place to let people know where they can go outside during pandemic 

- Santa Fe has maps of multiuse trails in and around Santa Fe – put in lobbies of schools 

 

Connectivity issues in rural areas 

- Navajo/Hopi Relief effort 

- Students going to schools for picking up meals, and materials for activities 

o Drawback is these aren’t as engaging and we don’t get feedback 

o Efforts to do these in metropolitan areas (ABQ & SF) but still not getting out to 

more rural areas 

o Collaborate with more atypical organizations, ex hospitals and using school 

bus routes 

 

outdoor equity fund – due Aug 1  

- Elena Kayak 

 

Knowing our community 

- Creating opportunities 

 

Financial challenges in ee organizations – loss of revenue from program fees 

 

 

EE in School 
While there is hesitation to go outside due to covid, there is an increase in asks and wants for 

getting students to go outside 

 

**Some asks for experts from certain environmental fields to be virtual visitors… it’s easier to 

connect now due to fewer logistical barriers (travel, etc)  

- Increase asks from teachers to join classrooms virtually and provide direct instruction 

- NM Healthy soils working group  

- Green Queen –  

o Hands on with kids – acknowledges needs of some kids who need to use senses 

and to move 

- River source – able to provide instruction from different outiside places 

 

Ecology school 

 

Challenge 

- Staff having to work from home and parent simulataenously – Great parent strain 

- Visions of family life in the backgrounds 



- Equipment and technology availability, esp in less populated areas 

- Most programs for organizations have stopped so staff have to be creatively engage 

with people 

- how can we be safe with each other outside 

- how to keep presentations short and to the point 

- attention span on line is short 

- mental health of kids due to lack of in person engagement  

o wanting the kids to feel like they are still kits 

o negotiating the fine line between physical health (covid prevention) and 

mental health resulting from isolation 

o dramatic increase in useage of electronics 

 

anecdotes 

- for technology 

o put it away and take out hoses, pots, pans and other fun stuff and play outside 

with water and the resulting mayhem 

o Water is a great playmate 

- Outside is a great therapy for mental health, but water specifically is fabulous 

- Blue Mind  recommended book 
 
Positive outcome from COVID-  forces us all to go outside and pay more attention to details 

 

Opportunities we can draw on  

Calling on kids who have challenges… involve them in conversations 

Schools rethinking learning spaces – possibly include outdoors as learning spaces 

- Have shade structures 

- Outside doesn’t have to be far away. 

Teachers aren’t trained to be outside doing EE 

- There has to be leadership saying teachers have to be outside for parts of days 

- Provide training and tools to teach and learn outside 

NGSS standards alignment by non formal groups 




































































